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ABSTRACT

Impacts of radar update time on forecasters’ warning decision processes were analyzed in the 2015 Phased

Array Radar Innovative Sensing Experiment. Thirty National Weather Service forecasters worked nine ar-

chived phased-array radar (PAR) cases in simulated real time. These cases presented nonsevere, severe hail

and/or wind, and tornadic events. Forecasters worked each type of event with approximately 5-min (quarter

speed), 2-min (half speed), and 1-min (full speed) PAR updates. Warning performance was analyzed with

respect to lead time and verification. Combining all cases, forecasters’ median warning lead times when using

full-, half-, and quarter-speed PAR updates were 17, 14.5, and 13.6min, respectively. The use of faster PAR

updates also resulted in higher probability of detection and lower false alarm ratio scores. Radar update speed

did not impact warning duration or size. Analysis of forecaster performance on a case-by-case basis showed

that the impact of PAR update speed varied depending on the situation. This impact was most noticeable

during the tornadic cases, where radar update speed positively impacted tornado warning lead time during

two supercell events, but not for a short-lived tornado occurring within a bowing line segment. Forecasters’

improved ability to correctly discriminate the severe weather threat during a nontornadic supercell event with

faster PAR updates was also demonstrated. Forecasters provided subjective assessments of their cognitive

workload in all nine cases. On average, forecasters were not cognitively overloaded, but some participants

did experience higher levels of cognitive workload at times. A qualitative explanation of these particular

instances is provided.

1. Introduction

During convective warning operations, National

Weather Service (NWS) forecasters rely primarily on

weather radar to monitor storms and make warning

decisions. TheWeather SurveillanceRadar-1988Doppler

(WSR-88D) network currently provides forecasters

with volumetric updates every 4–6min. However, given

that phased-array radar (PAR) may become the next

generation of weather radar, this technology is being

tested and considered for weather applications (Forsyth

et al. 2005; Zrnić et al. 2007). Located in Norman,

Oklahoma, the National Weather Radar Testbed PAR

(hereafter PAR) demonstrates how electronic beam

steering can be used to adaptively scan the atmosphere

and collect rapid-update (;1min) volume scans of a 908
azimuthal sector (Heinselman and Torres 2011).

In a continued effort to improve the timeliness and

accuracy of warnings, it is vital that the potential impacts

of higher temporal resolution radar data on NWS fore-

casters’ warning decision processes are understood. Since
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2010, the Phased Array Radar Innovative Sensing Ex-

periment (PARISE) has been addressing a variety of

research questions to examine this issue (Heinselman

et al. 2012, 2015; Bowden et al. 2015; Bowden and

Heinselman 2016). Applications of behavioral science

methods (e.g., cognitive task analysis) have resulted in a

better understanding of forecasters’ thought processes as

they interrogate radar data and make warning decisions.

This analysis has provided important insight into aspects

of forecasters’ performance, such as lead time and veri-

fication, which have been a consistent focus throughout

PARISE. Impacts of 1-min PAR updates on forecasters’

performance during a variety of scenarios were assessed

in the 2010, 2012, and 2013 PARISEs.

The 2010 PARISE focused on a known challenge

within theNWS: being able to providewarning lead time

on weak, short-lived tornadoes. Comparing forecasters’

decisions when using 43-s versus 4.5-min volumetric

PAR updates, this experiment found that participants

using faster updates achieved longer tornado warning

lead times (Heinselman et al. 2012). However, fore-

casters using these faster updates also had a higher

false alarm ratio (FAR). Because of the small sample

size in the first experiment and the concern that faster

PAR updates could lead to a higher number of false

alarms, the experimental design was modified in the

2012 PARISE, and the number of cases that partici-

pants worked was increased (Heinselman et al. 2015).

This time, forecasters worked a total of four events

(two tornadic and two nontornadic) independently,

each with 1-min updates. The participants achieved a

median tornado warning lead time of 20min, which

exceeded the EF0/EF1 tornado warning lead time of

the participants’ respective forecast offices (7min) and

NWS regions (8min) (Heinselman et al. 2015). All but

one forecaster also achieved a probability of false alarm

score , 0.5, indicating that warning accuracy was

better than chance during this experiment (Heinselman

et al. 2015).

Although the 2010 and 2012 PARISE results dem-

onstrated positive impacts of higher temporal resolution

radar data on forecasters’ warning decisions during

weak tornado events, a question that remained was

whether the same benefits would be observed during

events that only produced severe hail and/or wind. The

2013 PARISE aimed to answer this question using a

two-independent-group design, such that half of the

participants were assigned to a control group (5-min

updates) while the other half were assigned to an ex-

perimental group (1-min updates). Performance of the

experimental group during these cases was superior to

that of the control group, as demonstrated by their sta-

tistically significant longer median warning lead time

(21.5min) compared with that of the control group

(17.3min), and their more accurate warning decisions

(Bowden et al. 2015).

Previous PARISE studies have contributed sub-

stantially to our understanding of the potential impacts

of higher temporal resolution radar data on forecasters’

warning decision processes. However, there have been

some key limitations preventing the generalizability of

our findings about forecasters’ performance. The most

notable limitation is the sample size; in each PARISE,

only 12 forecasters were recruited for participation and

only one to four cases were worked. In each experiment,

these cases focused on a specific weather threat (i.e.,

weak tornado or severe hail/wind), and as a result they

did not provide the variety of weather events typical in a

forecast office. Furthermore, while impacts of 1- and

5-min PAR updates have been explored, we have not

assessed how forecasters would perform with 2-min

PAR updates. Finally, forecasters’ cognitive burden

resulting from a greater influx of data was not examined

in these previous experiments, and therefore the effects

of rapidly updating PAR data on forecasters’ cognitive

workload was still unknown.

The 2015 PARISE was therefore designed to address

these limitations, while continuing to deepen our under-

standing of forecasters’ warning decision processes and

target new research questions. Based on findings from

previous experiments, we expected forecasters with faster

PAR updates to perform better, most notably with re-

spect to warning lead time. We also expected forecasters

with faster PARupdates to discriminate betweenweather

threats more successfully. Given that forecaster cognitive

workload had not been studied in detail in the literature,

we were hopeful that our assessment would provide new

insight into forecasters’ mental efforts during warning

operations. Our expectation was that faster PAR updates

would lead to increased cognitive workload, especially

during more demanding weather scenarios. In this paper,

we provide an overview of the experimental design and

methods applied in the 2015 PARISE. We focus our

analysis on how forecasters’ performance, warning char-

acteristics, and perceived cognitive workload relate to the

temporal resolution of radar data and the type of weather

threat presented in each case. Finally, we bring together

findings from this most recent study and from previous

studies to give an overall assessment of what higher

temporal resolution radar data will mean for NWS fore-

casters during warning operations.

2. Methodology

The 2015 PARISE took place over 6 weeks during

August and September 2015. Each week, five NWS
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forecasters visited the NOAA Hazardous Weather

Testbed in Norman and completed three experimental

components of this study. These components were the

traditional experiment, eye-tracking experiment, and

focus group. The traditional experiment built directly on

earlier PARISE studies, aiming to improve the gener-

alizability of PARISE findings through increased sample

sizes of participants and cases worked. Additionally, the

traditional experiment explored the concept of cognitive

workload for the first time in PARISE. This paper dis-

cusses findings from the traditional experiment only.

a. Recruitment

Thirty NWS forecasters were recruited for the 2015

PARISE. Since forecasters would be working archived

weather events from central Oklahoma, those most likely

to have encountered similar storm types during their own

warning operations were targeted. The 30 participating

forecasters represented 25 NWS Weather Forecast Of-

fices located across 10 states in the Great Plains (Fig. 1).

Of these forecasters, 5 were female and 25 weremale, and

experience ranged from 1 to 27yr (mean5 12yr, standard

deviation 5 7yr). Prior to participating in this study, all

forecasters completed a multiple-choice survey that

comprised 48 questions drawn from forecaster training

material designed by the NOAA’s Warning Decision

Training Division. This survey queried forecasters’

knowledge of severe weather definitions and their un-

derstanding of conceptual models and weather radar. The

purpose of this survey was to obtain a simplistic assess-

ment of forecasters’ general knowledge of severe weather

warning operations, which when represented as survey

scores, could be used as a measure for comparison. The

survey scores ranged from 28 to 41 out of a possible 49

points (mean 5 36, standard deviation 5 3).

b. Experimental design

A goal of the 2015 PARISE was for all forecasters to

work a variety of weather events and to be exposed to a

variety of temporal resolutions of PAR data. In com-

parison, each previous PARISE study was confined to a

single type of weather (i.e., weak tornado events only or

severe hail and wind events only), and forecasters were

assigned to work with only 1- or 5-min PAR volumetric

updates (Heinselman et al. 2012, 2015; Bowden et al.

2015). This current study continued the assessment of

forecaster use of 1- and 5-min PAR volumetric updates,

but based on forecasters’ suggestions during the 2013

PARISE, also tested forecasters use of 2-min PAR

volumetric updates (Bowden and Heinselman 2016).

To examine forecaster use of these three temporal

resolutions (full speed, ;1min; half speed, ;2min; and

quarter speed, ;5min) for different types of weather

events, nine archived PAR cases were selected (see

section 3). The chosen experimental design required

random assignment of forecasters to three separate

groups, and each group comprised 10 forecasters. Group

assignment determined the temporal resolution of PAR

data that would be used for each case, and all partici-

pants were exposed to the full-, half-, and quarter-speed

PAR updates for each of the three case types.

c. Methods

1) WORKING EVENTS

Themajority of forecasters’ participation timewas spent

on the traditional experiment. Forecastersworked on two–

three cases per day, and the nine cases were completed in

random order to avoid any order effect. Forecasters were

provided with their own AWIPS-2 workstations and

worked each case independently. They did not discuss

details of the weather events with other participants until

the end of theweek. First, a practice casewas completed to

train forecasters on how to set up their cases and to ensure

that theywere comfortable loading and interrogating PAR

data in AWIPS-2. During this initial case, forecasters

practiced issuing warnings using the Warning Generation

(WarnGen) software, practiced receiving storm reports,

and personalized settings in AWIPS-2.

Similar to previous PARISE studies, prior to working

each case forecasters viewed a prebriefing video that

described the environmental conditions associated with

the upcoming case. Mesoscale analysis, sounding in-

formation, and satellite and radar data were provided,

and forecasters used this information to form and doc-

ument their expectations for how the event might un-

fold. When working the case, forecasters were able to

view reflectivity, velocity, and spectrum width products

in simulated real time. Importantly, forecasters were

asked to work the event in their normal forecasting style,

and to interrogate the radar data and issue special

weather statements, warnings (severe thunderstorm and

FIG. 1. Forecasters were recruited from the Great Plains region

of the United States. The color bar indicates the number of fore-

casters participating from each of the 10 states.
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tornado), and severeweather statements that they deemed

necessary. All issued products were recorded in a database

for performance analysis.

2) WORKLOAD RATINGS

With an increase in data availability, the impact of

higher temporal resolution radar data on forecasters’

workload is of interest. Workload is defined as the level of

attention resources required to meet the performance

criteria and is affected by task demands and past experi-

ence (Young and Stanton 2006). Widely used workload

assessment methods are the NASA Task Load Index

(NASA-TLX; Hart and Staveland 1988) and the Sub-

jective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT; Reid

et al. 1981); however, both methods evaluate workload

based on subclassifications such as time demand, effort

demand, and stress demand, which can be time consuming

and obtrusive when workload needs to be evaluated many

times during a prolonged task. Furthermore, given that

forecasters’ work demand is predominantly cognitive,

many of these subclassifications are difficult for forecasters

to relate to. Thus, a faster, less obtrusive, andmore suitable

method was chosen. This method was the instantaneous

self-assessment (ISA; Kirwan et al. 1997), which is based

on a unidimensional scale and has five qualitative ratings

of mental effort, including 1) underutilized, 2) relaxed,

3) comfortable, 4) high, and 5) excessive (Miller 2001).

Each level of mental effort was provided with a corre-

sponding description. The ratings can also be thought of in

terms of howmuch sparemental capacity onehas (Table 1)

(Kirwan et al. 1997). To capture variations in forecasters’

mental workload during events, ISA ratings were col-

lected during a video-cued retrospective recall at 5-min

intervals. Along with each rating, forecasters provided

reasoning for their chosen mental workload level.

3. Radar data

For the 2015 PARISE, the nine cases selected from

archived PAR data maximized the variety in storm

types, hazard types (e.g., severe hail), and distance from

the radar. Each case also met temporal continuity (i.e.,

no data gaps) and duration criteria, which allowed

forecasters ample time to demonstrate their warning

decision process in each case. Following these criteria,

we selected three null cases, three severe hail and wind

cases, and three tornado cases based on storm reports

provided by the National Centers for Environmental

Information’s Storm Data publication (NCEI 2016).

Of the three null cases, two (Alpha and Epsilon) were

multicell thunderstorms that produced no severe weather

reports (Figs. 2a,b; Table 2). The third case (Theta) was

considered null with respect to tornadoes. It contained

two nontornadic supercells, but the supercell located

about 75km from the radar produced severe hail (Fig. 2c).

In all three severe hail and wind events (Delta, Gamma,

and Beta), a multicell thunderstorm produced severe

weather. In Delta, a storm produced both severe hail and

wind, while storms in Gamma produced severe hail only

and storms in Beta produced severe wind only (Table 2;

Fig. 3). Of the three tornadic cases, Zeta contained a

classic supercell that produced two tornadoes (one rated

EF1 and the other rated EF2), Iota contained a supercell

cluster that produced a tornado rated EF0, and Eta

contained a tornadic squall line that produced a tornado

rated EF1 (Fig. 4). The supercells in Zeta and Iota also

produced severe hail and wind (Table 2).

In all but one of the cases (Alpha), PAR operators

collected data using amodified volume coverage pattern

(VCP 12; Brown et al. 2005) that included five additional

elevation angles above 19.58 (up to 52.98). For Alpha, a

unique VCP with 22 elevation angles between 0.518 and
52.948 was used. The Adaptive Digital Signal Processing

Algorithm (ADAPTS; Heinselman and Torres 2011)

was also used in all but three cases (Beta, Iota, and Al-

pha), which resulted in volumetric update times that

varied throughout the cases (Table 2).

4. Storm-based warning verification

Recent PARISE experiments have focused on

hazard-specific, storm-based warning verification of

TABLE 1. The ISA tool adapted from Kirwan et al. (1997).

Level Workload Spare capacity Description

1 Underutilized Very much Nothing to do; rather boring

2 Relaxed Ample More time than necessary to complete tasks; time passes slowly

3 Comfortable Some The controller has enough work to keep him/herself stimulated;

all tasks are under control

4 High Very little Certain nonessential tasks are postponed; could not work at

this level very long; the controller is working ‘‘at the limit’’;

time passes quickly

5 Excessive None Some tasks are not completed; the controller is overloaded and

does not feel in control
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either tornadoes (Heinselman et al. 2012, 2015) or se-

vere hail and winds (Bowden et al. 2015). In the 2015

PARISE, all three hazard types occurred in several of

the simulation scenarios, requiring a verification

framework for both severe thunderstorm and tornado

warnings. As part of NWS Instruction 10-1601 (NWS

2015), two methods are used to verify these convective

warnings: event specific and generic (Table 3). In the

event-specific verification system, severe thunderstorm

warnings are verified only by convective wind or hail

events, and tornado warnings are verified only by tor-

nado events. Because thesematching hazard-to-warning

combinations are only used to calculate hits and lead

times, forecasters are neither rewarded nor penalized

when an unmatched hazard-to-warning combination

occurs. In the generic verification system, any convective

hazard occurring in any warning type verifies the

warning and allows for a lead time to be calculated for

the hazard. Therefore, the generic verification system

results in the possibility that a severe hail or wind event

can verify a tornado warning and a tornado event can

verify a severe thunderstorm warning.

For the above reasons, we decided to develop a hybrid

verification system that adds certain components of the

generic verification system to the event-specific verification

system (Table 3). In this hybrid system, convective wind or

hail events occurring within a tornado warning have their

lead times calculated and count as a hit, but do not verify

the warning. Wind or hail events occurring within a severe

thunderstorm warning verify the warning and have event

lead times tabulated, as they normally would. Tornado

events occurring within severe thunderstorm warnings

count as misses and do not verify the warning, with the

opposite results occurring within a tornado warning. Our

system allows for all events and warnings to be scored for

each simulation but is stricter regarding tornado warning

issuance and verification. In conjunctionwith the proposed

hybrid verification system, we used the guidance within

NWS Instruction 10-1601 (NWS 2015) to calculate the

probability of detection (POD), FAR, and lead times for

all warnings and hazards.

5. Performance

The expectation that the overall median warning lead

time would increase as the update speed increased (be-

came faster) was realized in this study. The use of full-,

half-, and quarter-speed PAR data resulted in overall

median warning lead times of 17, 14.5, and 13.6min, re-

spectively.Despite some difference in themedianwarning

lead times, application of theKruskal–Wallis test (Kruskal

and Wallis 1952) showed no statistically significant dif-

ferences between the three groups (p value 5 0.1683).

FIG. 2. PAR 0.58 reflectivity for (a) Epsilon, (b) Alpha, and

(c) Theta (null tornado case). Green dots in (c) are severe hail

reports. Reflectivity (dBZ) color bar is located at the top. White

rings are displayed in 50-km increments.
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This nonparametric test was chosen because the collected

data did notmeet normality assumptions. Overall, the POD

and FAR scores were similar, with slight improvements as

updates became more rapid (Table 4, all cases). Broken

down by event type, the greatest differences are found for

tornado warning POD and FAR scores (Table 4, all cases).

The full-, half-, and quarter-speed POD (FAR) scores were

0.78 (0.29), 0.74 (0.45), and 0.62 (0.44), respectively.

These big-picture findings indicate that of the three

update times used, full-speed data were most beneficial

to forecasters’ ability to issue more accurate warnings

with longer lead times. However, of interest is how

representative these findings are for each case worked.

While examining this question, we found that the results

were sensitive to the situation presented. For example,

the temporal resolution used during Gamma and Eta

had little impact on warning lead times, whereas dif-

ferences were found in the other severe and tornado

cases. Furthermore, in cases containingmultiple reports,

such as Delta and Zeta, we found the use of faster up-

dates particularly improved warning lead times for the

first report of the event. These longer initial warning lead

times are an encouraging result, as warnings verified for

the first report of the day tend to be the most challenging

(e.g., Andra et al. 2002; Brotzge and Erickson 2009).

Given these situational dependencies, we expected

that the overall median warning lead times computed

using only first reports from each case, and excluding

Gamma and Eta, would show more improvement in

warning lead time when using faster updates. Applying

these criteria, the median lead times for full, half, and

quarter speeds were 14.5, 10.5, and 5.5min, respectively

(N5 120 for each update-speed group). In this case, the

application of the Kruskal–Wallis test did indicate sta-

tistically significant differences between the three groups

( p value5 0.0013).AposthocWilcoxon–Mann–Whitney

rank-sum test (e.g., Wilks 2006) indicates between which

groups these statistically significant differences occurred

( p value , 0.0170). Again, this nonparametric test was

chosen because the data collected did not meet normality

assumptions. Comparing the three groups, the full-speed

group’s median lead time distribution for this subset of

the data was most different from that of the quarter-

speed group (p value5 0.0003), and provided additional

TABLE 2. Information about selected cases. Three case types are null, severe hail and/or wind, and tornadic. EG is estimated gust, andMG

is measured gust.

Case Time and date Volume update time (s) Storm type Storm report

Null cases

Epsilon 2059–2139 UTC 5 Jun 2012 55–60 Multicell None

Alpha 0724–0756 UTC 14 May 2010 65 Multicell None

Thetaa 1957–2033 UTC 30 May 2013 67–78 Supercell 1.75-in. hail at 2013 UTC

1.0-in. hail at 2015 UTC

1.0-in. hail at 2015 UTC

1.0-in. hail at 2030 UTC

Severe hail and/or

wind cases

Beta 2120–2200 UTC 12 Aug 2011 72 Multicell EG 61-kt wind at 2200 UTC

Gamma 2330–2359 UTC 22 Oct 2011 57–62 Multicell 1.50-in. hail at 2358 UTC

Delta 2222–2301 UTC 4 May 2012 32–40 Multicell 1.0-in. hail at 2242 UTC

1.25-in. hail at 2255 UTC

MG 59-kt wind

Tornado cases

Eta 2130–2200 UTC 29 May 2013 61–76 Squall line EF1 tornado at 2200 UTC

Iota 2209–2301 UTC 30 May 2013 71 Supercell cluster 1.75-in. hail at 2212 UTC

4.25-in. hail at 2227 UTC

EG 61-kt wind at 2230 UTC

EF0 tornado at 2258–2259 UTC

Zeta 2050–2154 UTC 19 May 2013 64–76 Supercell 1.50-in. hail at 2101 UTC

1.25-in. hail at 2115 UTC

EG 52-kt wind at 2115 UTC

1.0-in. hail at 2117 UTC

1.50-in. hail at 2118 UTC

EF1 tornado at 2122–2130 UTC

EF1 tornado at 2133–2134 UTC

2.60-in. hail at 2137 UTC

EF2 tornado at 2141–2154 UTC

a Theta is a nontornadic hail-producing supercell (null tornado case).
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confidence that the use of full-speed data did extend

warning lead times compared to the use of quarter-speed

data, in these cases. Further examination of the first re-

ports by case type revealed that the statistical significance

found above was more so due to differences in tornado

warning lead times between the three groups (Kruskal–

Wallis p value 5 0.0380), rather than differences in se-

vere thunderstorm warning lead times (Kruskal–Wallis

p value5 0.1162). The remainder of this section discusses

the performance results by case type.

a. Performance: Severe cases

The overall severe median warning lead times for

the full-, half-, and quarter-speed cases were very

similar: 21, 22.5, and 20min, respectively (N5 150 per

group). As noted earlier, the most similar severe

warning lead times occurred during Gamma, the hail-

only case (Fig. 5a). Hence, this case contributed to the

overall similarity in the median severe warning lead

times found. To aid qualitative comparison between

groups, in each case the median severe warning lead

time for the full distribution (N 5 30) was com-

puted. For Gamma, the full distribution lies near the

24.5-min median severe warning lead time. All groups

achieved a perfect severe POD and FAR score (Table 4,

severe cases).

The most dissimilar severe warning lead times between

the full-speed group and the quarter-speed group occurred

during Beta, the wind-only event (Fig. 5b). Therein, both

the full- and half-speed groups achieved severe-warning

lead times locatedmostly near or above the overall 18-min

median lead time (N5 30; Fig. 5b). In contrast, more than

half of the quarter-speed group achieved severe-warning

lead times at least 6min under the 18-min median. The

median severe warning lead times for the full-, half-, and

quarter-speed groups were 19.5, 18.0, and 10.5min, re-

spectively. The quarter-speed group’s POD score was

slightly lower and the FAR score slightly higher compared

with the full-speed group (Table 4). In this wind-only case,

the use of half- and full-speed data was overall more ad-

vantageous to forecasters’ ability to issue warnings with

longer lead times than the use of quarter-speed data.

Unlike the other two cases, Delta contained both se-

vere hail and wind reports. Because multiple storm re-

ports were received as forecasters worked the case,

warning lead times associated with the first report pro-

vided the clearest measure of the impact of temporal

resolution on the warning decision process. As in Beta,

groups using full- and half-speed data tended to issue

warnings earlier (medians of 10 and 11min, re-

spectively) than the quarter-speed group (median of

6.5min) (Fig. 5c). However, overall, the half-speed

group outperformed the full-speed group, as the

FIG. 3. PAR 0.58 reflectivity for (a) Beta, (b) Gamma, and

(c) Delta. Green dots are severe hail reports and yellow dots are

severe wind reports. Reflectivity (dBZ) color bar is located at the

top. White rings are displayed in 50-km increments.
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former produced the highest number of initial, second,

and third severe warning lead times above the overall

median warning lead times (10.5, 21.5, and 24.5min,

respectively) (Fig. 5c). One outlier was P29 of the

half-speed group, who missed the first hail event; P9 of

the quarter-speed group also missed the first event. The

use of higher temporal resolution data also resulted in

slightly higher FARs compared to forecasters using

quarter-speed data (Table 4).

b. Performance: Tornadic cases

The overall median tornado warning lead times for

the full-, half-, and quarter-speed cases were 12.7, 8, and

9min, respectively (N5 150 per group). Like the severe

FIG. 4. PAR0.58 (left) reflectivity and (right) velocity for (a) Eta, (b) Iota, and (c) Zeta.Green dots are severe hail

reports, and yellow dots are severe wind reports. Red dots are tornado reports (i.e., starting point of tornado path),

while red lines in (c) are tornado paths associated with longer-lived tornadoes. Thick white circles show the lo-

cations of the couplet of interest. Reflectivity (dBZ) and velocity (m s21) color bars are located at the top. White

rings are displayed in 50-km increments.
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cases, performance for tornado cases was determined by

the situation presented to forecasters. The most chal-

lenging tornado case for all groups was Eta, in which a

short-lived EF1-rated tornado was produced at the

north end of a bowing line segment approximately 75 km

northwest of the PAR (Fig. 4a; Table 2). In this case,

only 5 of 30 forecasters decided to issue tornado warn-

ings prior to tornado occurrence: three were in the full-

speed group (P11, P14, and P15), and two were in the

half-speed group (P22 and P27). Of these five fore-

casters, tornado warnings verified only for P14, P15, and

P22 with associated tornado warning lead times of 0, 2,

and 6min, respectively (Fig. 6a).

Sixteen forecasters decided to issue their first (and

only) tornado warning reactively, a few minutes after

they received the tornado report. Four of the forecasters

were in the full-speed group, whereas six were in the

half- and quarter-speed groups. The remaining nine

forecasters decided not to issue tornado warnings fol-

lowing the report. As most forecasters issued unverified

tornado warnings, the median tornado lead time was

TABLE 4. The POD and FAR scores across all severe (SVR) and

all tornado (TOR) warnings by update speed for all cases; severe

cases Gamma, Beta, and Delta; and tornado cases Eta, Iota,

and Zeta.

All cases Full Half Quarter

SVR POD 0.90 0.87 0.85

TOR POD 0.78 0.74 0.62

Total POD 0.87 0.85 0.80

SVR FAR 0.37 0.37 0.36

TOR FAR 0.29 0.45 0.44

Total FAR 0.36 0.39 0.38

Severe cases Speed SVR POD SVR FAR

Gamma Full 1.0 0.0

Half 1.0 0.0

Quarter 1.0 0.0

Beta Full 1.0 0.0

Half 1.0 0.14

Quarter 0.9 0.08

Delta Full 1.0 0.15

Half 0.97 0.11

Quarter 0.97 0.0

Tornado cases Speed TOR POD TOR FAR

Eta Full 0.1 1.0

Half 0.1 1.0

Quarter 0.0 1.0

Iota Full 0.8 0.33

Half 0.6 0.53

Quarter 0.1 0.50

Zeta Full 1.0 0.0

Half 1.0 0.0

Quarter 1.0 0.0
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FIG. 5. Distribution of forecasters’ severe warning lead times (min) for each case:

(a) Gamma, (b) Beta, and (c) Delta, organized by update speed. First, second, and third severe

reports are denoted by numbers 1, 2, and 3 (magenta, blue, and red). For each report, the

median severe warning lead time (min) for the full distribution is given by a dotted and an-

notated line (magenta, red, and blue).
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FIG. 6. Distribution of forecasters’ tornado warning lead times (min) for each case: (a) Eta,

(b) Iota, and (c) Zeta, organized by update speed. First, second, and third severe reports are

denoted by numbers 1, 2, and 3 (magenta, blue, and red). For each report, the median severe

warning lead time (min) for the full distribution is given by a dotted and annotated line (ma-

genta, red, and blue).
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0min, and the majority of the POD and FAR scores

were poor (Table 4, tornadic cases). In this case, radar

update speed had little to no discernable impact on the

forecasters’ performance.

The use of full-speed data was most advantageous

during Iota, the case containing a cluster of supercells,

one of which produced an EF0-rated tornado (Fig. 4b;

Table 2). In this case, the majority of the full-speed

groups’ tornado warning lead times were longer than

the overall median warning lead time of 0.25min,

which is in stark contrast to the quarter-speed group

(Fig. 6b). Of the eight in the full-speed group with

nonzero tornado warning lead times, half achieved lead

times between 25 and 36min, while the other half

achieved lead times under 10min. Six of 10 participants

in the half-speed group achieved nonzero tornado

warning lead times; five were 5min or less, whereas 1

was 35min. The median tornado warning lead times

for full-, half-, and quarter-speed groups were 7.5, 3.5,

and 0.0min, respectively. Besides increasing tornado

warning lead time, the use of full-speed data in Iota

resulted in fewer tornado misses and false alarms

(Table 4). About 30min prior to Iota’s EF0 tornado,

4.5-in. hail and a 61-kt (where 1 kt 5 0.51m s21) wind

gust were reported (Table 2). For these reports, the

distributions of severe warning lead times between

groups were relatively similar, with a tendency for

lower lead times for members of the quarter-speed

group (not shown).

Unlike the previous two tornado cases, Zeta pre-

sented a classic cyclic supercell that produced several

tornadoes, including two rated EF1 and one rated EF2

(Table 2). As in the severe case, Delta, of particular

interest was whether the use of increasingly rapid up-

dates would enhance the tornado warning lead time for

the first tornado occurrence, which in operations tends

to be the most difficult to forewarn (e.g., Andra et al.

2002; Brotzge and Erickson 2009). In this case, the full-

speed group performed best with about twice as many

full-speed participants producing first tornado warning

lead times above the overall median of 12min (median

tornado warning lead time5 14.5min), compared with

the half- and quarter-speed groups (median tornado

warning lead times of 9 and 11min, respectively; see

Fig. 6c). A few forecasters in the full- and half-speed

groups issued tornado warnings with comparatively

long lead times ranging from 25 to 35min (Fig. 6c).

These results indicate that the full-speed group and a

few forecasters in the half-speed group gained situa-

tional awareness unavailable in the 4-min volume up-

dates used by the quarter-speed group. The overall

median tornado warning lead times for the second

and third tornadoes were similar: 16.5 and 17.5min,

respectively (Fig. 6c). Also similar were the lead-time

distributions associated with these warnings, with a slight

tendency for lower lead times for the half-speed group.

Regardless of the observed differences in tornadowarning

lead times between groups, no unverified tornado warn-

ings were issued (Table 4).

c. Performance: Null cases

Epsilon and Alpha presented forecasters with null

multicell events (Figs. 2a,b; Table 2). Of the two cases,

the results indicate that the use of full-speed data was

most advantageous during Epsilon, as only 16 of 30

forecasters decided to issue severe thunderstorm warn-

ings. Of the 16 forecasters who issued warnings, 3 were

in the full-speed group, compared with 6 and 7 in the

half- and quarter-speed groups, respectively. In contrast,

while working Alpha (Fig. 2b), most forecasters (26 of

30) decided to issue severe thunderstorm warnings. Of

the four that did not issue severe thunderstorm warn-

ings, one each used full- and half-speed data, while two

used quarter-speed data.

During Theta (Fig. 2c; Table 2), the nontornadic su-

percell case, most forecasters (24 of 30) issued severe

thunderstorm warnings, and one-third issued tornado

warnings. To assess severe and tornado warning false

alarms separately, the FAR was computed with respect

to each warning type (Fig. 7). Although the distribution

of severe thunderstorm warning FAR scores is fairly

similar across update speeds, a few more forecasters

achieved severe FAR scores lower than 0.5 using

quarter-speed data (N5 5) than when using full- or half-

speed data (N 5 3). In contrast, more forecasters using

quarter- and half-speed data issued tornado warnings

(N 5 5 and N 5 4, respectively) than those using

full-speed data (N 5 1). Hence, in this case, the use of

full-speed data appeared to be most advantageous in

reducing the number of tornado false alarms.

6. Warning polygon size and duration

While analyzing forecaster performance, multiple

questions arose about whether warning characteristics

(i.e., size and duration) depended on storm mode or

radar update speed. We found that the largest differ-

ences in warning characteristics were related to each

case’s storm mode. For example, the largest severe

thunderstorm warnings were issued during the squall-

line case (Eta; Table 5; Fig. 8a), which is not surprising

given that squall lines can stretch over 100km in length

and can produce widespread severe weather (e.g., Funk

et al. 1999; Trapp et al. 2005). Various warning strategies

employed by 2015 PARISE participants likely resulted

in these very large severe thunderstorm warnings. For
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example, P15 explained the need for a large warning size

during Eta. They stated that their main objective was to

warn for the deepest reflectivity core, but that the

warning should also capture new deep reflectivity cores

and potential severe-weather threats that might develop

anywhere along the line.

Tornado warning size and duration also varied most

based on storm mode. Tornado warnings issued during

the squall-line case (Eta) were the largest, but the du-

ration of these warnings was the shortest of the three

tornado cases (Table 5; Fig. 9). While working Eta, 12

participants expressed uncertainty in issuing a tornado

warning based on radar data alone. In total, 18 partici-

pants issued a tornado warning only after receiving a

tornado report. Based on performance (section 5), Eta

was a challenging case, and the higher uncertainty

FIG. 7. FARs for severe (black S) and tornado (red T) warnings by participant, plotted by update-speed group.

TABLE 5. Overall median warning size and duration for all warnings issued in each case. Three case types are null, severe hail and/or wind,

and tornadic.

Case SVR size (km2) SVR duration (min) TOR size (km2) TOR duration (min)

Null cases

Epsilon 1026 36.0 NA NA

Alpha 936 40.0 NA NA

Thetaa 1189 39.0 NA NA

Severe hail and/or wind cases

Beta 1158 36.0 NA NA

Gamma 1169 41.0 NA NA

Delta 1465 38.5 NA NA

Tornado cases

Eta 3887 39.0 848 28

Iota 1402 34.5 637 32

Zeta 1590 42.0 794 33

a Theta is a nontornadic hail-producing supercell (null tornado case).
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expressed by the participants likely influenced the size

and duration of their warnings. In addition, 11 par-

ticipants explicitly stated that squall-line tornadoes

tend to be short lived, which likely resulted in shorter-

duration tornado warnings. The participants’ percep-

tion that squall-line tornadoes tend to be short lived

was accurate for this case, as the tornado in Eta lasted

1min (Table 2). Studies of tornadoes relative to storm

mode also align with the participants’ perceptions

(e.g., Trapp et al. 2005; Davis and Parker 2014).

During the other two tornado cases, environmental

conditions alerted participants to a heightened potential

for strong supercells that can produce long-lived torna-

does, thereby requiring longer warnings. The classic su-

percell case (Zeta) had the longest tornado warnings,

although these warnings were only 1min longer than

those issued during the supercell cluster case (Iota; Table

5). During Zeta, participants also received multiple tor-

nado reports throughout the case. Knowledge of a con-

firmed tornado may explain why 17 of the 30 participants

issued a second tornado warning that was longer than the

first tornado warning.

While differences in warning size and duration were

observed for cases with differing storm modes, it is worth

noting that these characteristics did not change substantially

when radar update speed changed. In addition, when

looking at the cases individually, no clear patterns emerged

in terms of warning characteristics and radar update speed

(Figs. 8 and 9). Since radar update speeddid affect lead time

(section 5) but not warning characteristics, it is possible that

FIG. 8.Median severe thunderstormwarning (a) size and (b) duration for each participant group.

Median values are included near the top of each bar. Radar update speed (F5 full, H5 half, and

Q 5 quarter) worked by each group for each case is included near the bottom of each bar.
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changes in radar update speed affects when, not how, a

forecaster designs and issues a warning.

7. Cognitive workload

a. Workload distributions and profiles

The ISA workload analysis is based on forecasters’

ratings chosen at 5-min intervals during the video-

cued retrospective recall. The number of ratings in

each case ranged from 6 to 13 depending on case du-

ration. In total, 24 ISA ratings were missed, 8 of which

each belonged to the quarter-, half-, and full-speed

groups. Over half of these missed ratings occurred

during the tornado cases, possibly because of the

higher demand of this case type. Given that these

workload reports were incomplete, they were re-

moved from the analysis.

Each group’s median 5-min workload rating for the

nine cases was either a level 2 or a level 3 (Fig. 10). This

result suggests that, on average, forecasters were not

cognitively overloaded during this experiment. How-

ever, a difference in cognitive workload based on tem-

poral resolution is evident. While the quarter-speed

group was on average a level 2 (relaxed) for all of the

null and severe hail/wind cases, the full-speed group

was a level 3 (comfortable) for half of these (Figs. 10a–f).

The half-speed group was a level 3 for only one of these

cases (Theta), which although classified as null, presented

a nontornadic supercell that produced severe hail. The

median workload rating for the tornado cases was a level

3 for all groups (Figs. 10g–i), suggesting that aside from

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for median tornado warning.
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temporal resolution, the increased weather threat con-

tributed to the overall higher levels of workload.

Despite some similarities in the median 5-min work-

load ratings, a Kruskal–Wallis test (Kruskal and Wallis

1952) showed statistically significant differences in ISA

ratings between the three groups in all but two cases

(p values, 0.05; Table 6).Oneof these cases,Gamma,was

when forecasters’ performance was most similar (Fig. 5a).

A posthoc Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank-sum test (e.g.,

Wilks 2006) indicates between which groups these statisti-

cally significant differences occurred (p value , 0.017;

Table 6). Comparing the three groups, the quarter-speed

group’s ISA rating distribution was most different from

that of the full-speed group, while the half- and full-speed

groups’ ISA rating distributions were most similar

(Table 6).

Comparisons of ISA rating distributions give an

overall impression of the level of cognitive workload

experienced within a case. However, given the dynamic

nature of weather, the change in workload as cases

evolved (i.e., workload profile) was also of interest. We

observed that regardless of temporal resolution or case

type, 21 of the 30 participants’ workload rating patterns

were either flat (i.e., little or no change in workload) or

fluctuating (i.e., multiple increases and decreases in

workload) in the majority of cases worked. Although we

did not analyze personality traits during PARISE 2015,

these workload behavior tendencies suggest that fore-

caster personality was also likely an important factor in

perceived cognitive workload during the simulations. It

is possible that personality traits may have influenced

forecasters’ coping strategies and approaches to the

simulations, thus influencing their ISA ratings. Past

studies support this suggestion; personality traits and

perceived subjective workload have been found to cor-

relate during vigilance tasks (e.g., Rose et al. 2002;

Szalma 2002; Guastello et al. 2015). The influence

of personality would also explain differences in the

FIG. 10. Boxplots of 5-min workload ratings for quarter-, half-, and full-speed groups for the (a)–(c) null, (d)–(f) severe, and

(g)–(i) tornadic cases. The solid middle line indicates the median value, and the box edges indicate the lower and upper quartiles (i.e.,

interquartile range). Minimum and maximum values are identified with whiskers, and outliers are either less than 1.5 times the lower

quartile or greater than 1.5 times the upper quartile.
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forecasters’ level of boredom versus excitement during

cases and why some forecasters were more sensitive to

changes in task demand than others.

b. Reasoning for higher levels of cognitive workload

1) CATEGORIES

Forecasters’ reasoning associated with each ISA

rating gives insight into the chosen ratings for per-

ceived cognitive workload. Although the average ISA

ratings show that forecasters were generally relaxed

and comfortable during the nine cases, many ISA rat-

ings extended to a level 4 (high workload), and there

are numerous outliers rated at a level 5 (excessive

workload) (Fig. 10). The reasoning provided for all

level 4 and level 5 ISA ratings was analyzed (N5 183),

and six categories were identified. In order of preva-

lence, these categories are 1) storm characteristics, 2)

warnings, 3) case startup, 4) temporal resolution, 5)

technical frustrations, and 6) personal (Fig. 11a). Storm

characteristics causing higher cognitive workload in-

cluded the number of storms in the sector, the expected

threat, and the evidence of intensification. The warning

category is associated with higher cognitive workload

as a result of the extra task of issuing products, sacri-

ficing interrogation time, having concerns about poly-

gon placement relative to storms, and the unfortunate

realization that warnings were not panning out as ex-

pected. Case startup describes the increased workload

that was experienced within the first 5–10min of a case.

During this time, higher cognitive workload was ex-

perienced because forecasters felt an urgency to load

their data, assess the situation, and possibly make

warning decisions. The temporal resolution of radar

data was associated with a higher workload, such that

forecasters felt the need to monitor the data quickly so

that they could keep up with trends. Oftentimes fore-

casters reported higher levels of workload because they

did not have enough time to look at all the data and

were not able to pinpoint the important signals. Tech-

nical frustrations caused increases in workload typi-

cally becauseWarnGen/AWIPS-2 did not function as it

should, which sometimes caused delays in product is-

suance. Finally, one forecaster reported three ISA

ratings of level 5 as result of requiring a bathroom

break while monitoring the weather.

2) TEMPORAL RESOLUTION

Forecasters using full-speed PAR data reported

approximately twice as many level 4 and 5 ISA ratings

than those using quarter- and half-speed PAR data

(Fig. 11b). The largest reasoning category for the full-

speed group’s higher ISA ratings was storm charac-

teristics, followed by temporal resolution (Fig. 11b).

In comparison, only a small portion of the half-speed

participants reported higher ISA ratings due to tem-

poral resolution, and no quarter-speed participants’

reasoning related to temporal resolution (Fig. 11b).

Storm characteristics and warning categories ac-

counted for more than half of the reasoning for the

quarter- and half-speed groups (Fig. 11b). Technical

frustrations also accounted for a large portion of the

quarter-speed group’s higher ISA ratings, while case

startup accounted for a quarter of the half-speed

group’s responses (Fig. 11b).

Only a small fraction of the higher cognitive work-

load ratings were a level 5 (N 5 26). However, these

ratings cause most concern because they describe a

mental state that is cognitively overloaded. Fore-

casters using full-speed data gave over half of these

ratings (N 5 16) and related these ratings to every

category except for technical frustrations. In com-

parison, almost all of the level 5 ratings given by

quarter-speed participants were due to technical

frustrations (N5 5 of 7). The remaining level 5 ratings

given by quarter- and half-speed participants were

associated with case startup and warning reasoning.

Excessive workload due to temporal resolution, storm

TABLE 6. Kruskal–Wallis rank-sum test and Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank-sum test p values for differences in cognitive workload

distributions across groups with differing temporal resolution.

Kruskal–Wallis rank-sum test p values Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney rank-sum test p values

Case Quarter, half, and full speed Quarter and half speed Quarter and full speed Half and full speed

Alpha ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001

Epsilon 0.047 0.061 0.015 0.778

Theta 0.049 0.020 0.172 0.181

Beta 0.133 0.050 0.327 0.294

Gamma 0.408 0.967 0.239 0.264

Delta ,0.001 0.081 ,0.001 ,0.001

Iota ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.740

Zeta ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001 0.777

Eta ,0.001 0.048 ,0.001 ,0.001
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characteristics, and personal matters only occurred

with full-speed participants.

3) STORM TYPE

Of all the case types, forecasters reporting level 4 and

level 5 ISA ratings did so most during the tornado cases

(Fig. 11c). Reasoning for this increase in cognitive

workload was mostly associated with the storm charac-

teristics and warning categories. Monitoring multiple

threats for one supercell, dealing with uncertainty in

storm evolution, and feeling overwhelmed with the

number of warning products needing to be issued were

FIG. 11. Reasoning categories for ISA ratings given at levels 4 and 5 for (a) all groups combined, (b) each temporal resolution,

and (c) each case type.
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all factors leading to these higher levels of experienced

cognitive workload. Although temporal resolution was

not a large contributor to the higher cognitive workload

reported during the tornado cases, it was the largest

category for why forecasters reported these higher ISA

ratings during the severe hail/wind cases (Fig. 11c). The

temporal resolution reasoning was mostly associated

with Delta, and occurred as a result of forecasters not

being able to examine the data closely as updates were

coming in, having difficulty comprehending the struc-

ture and evolution of the storm due to the fast updates,

and needing to adapt to a different type of interroga-

tion strategy. It is worth noting that update speeds

were quickest in Delta compared with the other cases

(Table 2). The different reasoning driving level 4 and 5

ISA ratings for tornado and severe hail/wind cases

supports the notion that the higher cognitive workload

is not only a function of temporal resolution, but also

of storm type, as suggested earlier.

8. Discussion

Based on the performance analysis, we found that

forecasters’ ability to increase severe and tornado

warning lead times when using increasingly higher

temporal resolution data depended on the weather sit-

uation presented. Distributions of positive warning lead

times were most comparable during Gamma (Fig. 5a);

this result suggests that similar situational awareness

was gained by forecasters in all three groups. While

working the two other severe cases, the use of increas-

ingly higher temporal resolution data most aided fore-

casters’ ability to issue verified warnings earlier during

Beta, the severe wind event (Fig. 5b). A tendency for

longer initial warning lead times when using increasingly

higher temporal resolution data was also found during

Delta, the hail andwind event (Fig. 5c). These findings are

consistent with Bowden et al. (2015), who in PARISE

2013 found the use of full-speed PAR data, compared

with quarter-speed PAR data, increased median severe

thunderstorm warning lead times by 5min in two severe

(large hail and/or damaging wind) cases. In a follow-on

study by Bowden and Heinselman (2016), their analyses

of forecasters’ situational awareness determined that

longer severe thunderstorm warning lead times were

driven by the forecasters’ ability to observe rapid changes

in radar-based hail andwind precursors earlier when using

1- versus 5-min radar volume scans. More frequent sam-

pling of specific hail and wind events by PAR was also

found to improve the scientific understanding of radar-

based severe storm precursors in several case studies, in-

cluding Heinselman et al. (2008), Emersic et al. (2011),

Newman andHeinselman (2012), andKuster et al. (2016).

The advantage of frequent updates in the analysis of se-

vere storms, and in particular downbursts, has been

demonstrated in prior studies using rapid-scan data from

other radar platforms (e.g., Roberts and Wilson 1989).

This PARISE was the first in the series of former

experiments to explore the ability of forecasters to is-

sue verified tornado warnings with lead time in advance

of a short-lived tornado within a bowing line segment.

During this event (Eta), the overall lack of verified

tornado warnings with positive lead time, especially

when using full-speed data, is somewhat discouraging

(Fig. 6a). Our expectation for a more positive result

was supported by the regional radar climatology of tor-

nadic and nontornadic vortices within nonsupercell storms

by Davis and Parker (2014), who found statistically sig-

nificant differences in their azimuthal shear magnitudes

(0.006 s21 or higher) when located within 60km of aWSR-

88D. The velocity couplet associated with the Eta tornado

was located 15km outside of this ideal radar range. Davis

and Parker (2014) also found the median detection lead

time for these nonsupercell tornadic vortices was 10min,

which suggests that the use of 1- or 2-min volume updates

has the potential to improve forecasters’ detection lead

time for such events. While future analyses of partici-

pants’ retrospective data will provide insight into this

finding, anecdotal conversations with NWS forecasters

reveal that some forecasters either do not issue tornado

warnings during these types of events or wait for confir-

mation of a first event, owing to the potential for high

false alarm rates. Additionally, when bowing lines (like

this one) are fast moving, some forecasters discern the

impact of the storm’s translational motion as a more

significant threat than the embedded circulation and,

therefore, issue severe thunderstorm warnings instead.

In contrast, for the two tornadic supercell cases (Zeta

and Iota), the forecasters’ ability to issue verified and

timely tornado warnings on the first tornado event im-

proved when using full- and half-speed PAR data

(Fig. 6). Zeta, a ‘‘classic’’ tornadic supercell event, ap-

peared to be the more straightforward event since all

issued tornado warnings verified. Iota, a tornadic su-

percell cluster, appeared to be more challenging, as full-

or half-speed data were needed to achieve verified

tornado warnings with lead time. Additionally, during

the nontornadic supercell case (Theta), the use of full-

speed data aided the forecasters’ ability to discriminate

correctly the severe weather threat, resulting in fewer

false alarms (Fig. 7). Together these results are consis-

tent with the 2010 and 2012 PARISE findings of

Heinselman et al. (2012, 2015), where the use of higher

temporal resolution also resulted in longer tornado warn-

ing lead times. However, FAR results were mixed, as

FAR was impacted negatively in PARISE 2010 and
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positively in PARISE 2012 when using faster radar up-

dates (Heinselman et al. 2012, 2015, respectively). The

PARISE 2015 FAR results are most consistent with the

PARISE 2012 FAR findings. The advantage of frequent

updates in the analysis of a potentially tornadic supercell’s

storm evolution, including specificity of tornado move-

ment, has been demonstrated in prior studies using PAR

data (e.g., Kuster et al. 2015), as well as data from other

weather radars (e.g., Vasiloff 2001; Wurman et al. 2012;

Isom et al. 2013; Pazmany et al. 2013; Kurdzo et al. 2015).

9. Conclusions and future work

The purpose of this paper was to focus on the tradi-

tional experiment component of the 2015 PARISE and

share performance, warning characteristics, and cog-

nitive workload results. The increased number of par-

ticipants and cases worked compared with earlier

experiments improves the generalizability of our work.

The overall finding that median warning lead time in-

creased with increasing update speed is in line with our

findings from previous studies. Earlier warnings were

provided in two severe hail/wind and two tornado

cases, and the use of full-speed data for discriminating

the weather threat was particularly useful to fore-

casters during Theta. However, longer warning lead

time with faster update speeds was not observed in all

cases, most notably during Eta. This finding suggests

that specific training and guidance may be required to

fully realize the benefits of full-speed PAR data to

forecasters’ warning decision processes during more

challenging events. Making use of dynamic scanning

methods that are already available (e.g., Chrisman

2009, 2014) will be a helpful first step to developing the

skills necessary for processing rapidly updating radar

data during warning operations.

While the update speed impacted when warnings were

issued, it did not influence the size or duration of warning

polygons (Figs. 8 and 9). Therefore, further improvements

to warning metrics (such as the false alarm area) may

require a change in the warning paradigm. This change

may be possible through modernization of the current

NWS warning system. A move toward probabilistic haz-

ard information via the Forecasting a Continuum of En-

vironmental Threats (FACETs) framework is expected to

address multiple aspects of warning characteristics (e.g.,

Stumpf et al. 2008; Karstens et al. 2015).

Forecasters’ subjective assessments of cognitive

workload within the PARISE setting suggest that cog-

nitive workload will rarely reach the excessive level, and

when it does, it could be due to a variety of reasons that

are not necessarily tied to the temporal resolution of the

radar data. Our data also suggest that the perceived

cognitive workload may relate to the forecasters’ per-

sonality. Although we have not yet explored this re-

lationship scientifically, investigating this hypothesis

would be beneficial to a number of testbed experiments

that may also observe effects of individual differences

on forecasters’ approaches, performance, and perceived

workload.

Despite increasing our sample size and the variety of

cases worked, we must be mindful of the limitations that

still remain in this experiment. In these simulations,

forecasters’ warning decision processes were isolated to

their independent thought; unlike in the forecast office,

forecasters did not work in teams and therefore the data

collected are not an accurate reflection of what could

be expected in real warning operations. Additionally,

forecasters’ limited access to radar products and the

absence of dual-polarization radar data simplified their

warning decision processes even further. Considerations

of these missing elements and how a future operational

PAR system might impact convective warning opera-

tions will be addressed in the PARISE 2015 focus group

analysis.
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